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$ Peer$mediation$is$used$for$anything$that$isn’t$a$physical$fight$at$Avalon,$a$policy$that$covers$a$wide$array$of$acceptable$disputes,$but$one$that$does$leave$out$the$violent$disputes.$Though$most$schools$stick$to$such$a$restriction$for$reasons$tied$to$safety$rules$and$procedures,$mediation$could$work$for$every$dispute$if$the$mediators$were$trained$extremely$well$and$truly$hadn’t$ever$seen$the$disputants$before$(neither$of$which$is$likely$in$most$high$schools).$Thus,$if$a$verbal$argument$turns$into$a$fight,$with$large$objects$getting$thrown$around,$the$disputants$have$gone$beyond$the$remedy$of$peer$mediation$and$find$themselves$at$the$mercy$of$(quite$often)$an$assistant$principle.$$ The$student$coordinator$of$Avalon’s$program$described$it$as$effective.$Instead$of$providing$specifics$here$just$look$at$the$previous$section$for$why$the$program$is$effective.$Overall$the$positive$view$on$the$peer$mediation$program$at$Avalon$lends$credibility$to$the$methods$the$school$uses$in$every$corner$of$the$program.$$ In$the$2010T11$academic$year$180$students$were$enrolled$at$Avalon$with$17$having$used$mediation,$meaning$that$9.4$percent$of$the$students$used$mediation.$This$tells$us$that$although$the$majority$of$students$didn’t$use$peer$mediation,$it$was$used$by$nearly$1/10,$and$it$must$be$remembered$that$Avalon$is$a$small$school.$In$the$same$year$only$four$mediations$were$repeats/revisits,$which$shows$that$Avalon’s$methods$were$effective$for$those$students$who$chose$to$utilize$peer$mediation.$Statistics$at$a$larger$school$might$look$better,$but$you$would$need$to$take$every$aspect$of$that$school$into$account,$and$still$will$run$into$the$issues$of$using$numbers$to$measure$effectiveness.$
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Mediation Training Schedule 
19th October 2011 9:00:$Meet$in$the$Cafe$and$talk$about$what$we$are$going$to$be$doing$today.$9:10:$Arrive$at$Sacred$Paths$Center,$eat$breakfast.$$$9:40:$Check$in,$introductions,$introduction$to$Mediation,$get$mediator$information.$
• What$problems$do$we$have$at$Avalon?$
• Why$do$we$mediate?$
• Why$is$it$important$to$the$Avalon$community?$
• What$is$the$difference$between$judge$and$mediator?$
• What$do$we$want$this$year$to$be$like?$
• What$are$we$looking$forward$to?$
• What$are$we$nervous$about?$10:30:$Pass$out$handbook$and$go$over$it.$$11:00:$Example$mediation:$
• What$did$we$notice?$
• What$should$be$included$in$a$mediation?$11:30:$Role$plays$(2$mediations$per$table)$12:30:$Lunch$1:15:$Circle$Training$with$Monessa$
